Section 1619b:
SSI and MaineCare Coverage
2018 Fact Sheet on Work Incentives
Section 1619b allows individuals who are eligible for
SSI to continue to be eligible
for Medicaid coverage when
their earnings are too high to
continue to receive SSI. In
Maine, Medicaid is called
MaineCare.

What Is 1619b?
If you are eligible for SSI, have SSI-related MaineCare for your health
insurance, and are employed, 1619b allows you to work and to keep
MaineCare coverage without a MaineCare spend-down. You can
continue to be eligible for MaineCare coverage until your gross annual
income reaches a certain amount. In Maine, this amount is $36,095 in
2018. If you have unusually high medical expenses, it is possible for
Social Security to determine a higher, individualized threshold amount just
for you.

This work incentive applies
to SSI recipients whose job
earnings are below Maine’s
threshold (currently $36,095
in 2018).

How Does It Work?
You are eligible for 1619b MaineCare protection while you are earning
income from work, if
 you have a disability or are blind, and
 you need MaineCare, and
 you meet all other requirements (such as assets/resources less
than $2,000 or $3,000 SSI Eligible Couple).

For More Information
Or to Request Services
Please Contact:

Do I Need to Tell Social Security that I’m Working?
Yes. You must send your pay stubs to your local Social Security office
every single month. If you don’t send in your pay stubs, you will end up
with an overpayment. You also need to report your earnings to the
Department of Health & Human Services (DHHS) and any other agency
from which you get benefits.

Benefits Counseling Services
Dept. of Vocational Services
22 Bramhall Street
Portland, ME 04102-3175
Toll-free in ME: 1-888-208-8700
Maine Relay Services Dial 711
Fax: 207-662-6789
www.benefitsandworkinme.org

If you’re earning so much that your SSI cash payment stops, Social
Security will automatically determine if you qualify for 1619b, then let you
and DHHS know if your MaineCare should continue under 1619b. But
you still tell DHHS you are working because you might get other benefits
such as Food Stamps and you are required to tell DHHS within 10 days if
there is a change in your income.
What Happens If My Earnings Decrease?
With 1619b your eligibility for SSI continues, even though your check has
stopped. If your earnings drop low enough or you stop working, your SSI
check will start again as soon as you report your earnings to Social
Security. It is important to report your earnings to Social Security every
month in order for your SSI check to be adjusted accurately.
Can Someone Help Me with This?
Yes! A Community Work Incentives Coordinator (CWIC) and the Social
Security Administration can help you understand how MaineCare
coverage works under Section 1619b.
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